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STAR HEIGHT VIA GAMES
MIKO LAJ BOJAN´CZYK
Abstract. This paper proposes a new algorithm deciding the star height problem. As
shown by Kirsten, the star height problem reduces to a problem concerning automata
with counters, called limitedness. The new contribution is a different algorithm for the
limitedness problem, which reduces it to solving a Gale-Stewart game with an ω-regular
winning condition.
The star height of a regular expression is its nesting depth of the Kleene star. The star
height problem is to compute the star height of a regular language of finite words, i.e. the
smallest star height of a regular expression that defines the language. For instance, the
expression (a∗b∗)∗ has star height two, but its language has star height one, because it is
defined by the expression (a+ b)∗ of star height one, and it cannot be defined by a star-free
expression. Here we consider regular expressions without complementation, in which case
star-free regular expressions define only finite languages.
The star height problem is notorious for being one of the most technically challenging
problems in automata theory. The problem was first stated by Eggan in 1963 and remained
open for 25 years until it was solved by Hashiguchi in [Has88]. Hashiguchi’s solution is
very difficult. Much work was devoted to simplifying the proof, resulting in important new
ideas like the tropical semiring [Sim88a] or Simon’s Factorisation Forest Theorem [Sim88b].
This work culminated in a simplified proof, with an elementary complexity bound, which
was given by Kirsten in [Kir05]. Kirsten introduces an automaton model, called a nested
distance desert automaton, and shows that the star height problem can be reduced to a
decision problem for this automaton model, called the limitedness problem. The reduction
of the star height problem to the limitedness problem is not difficult, and most of the effort
in [Kir05] goes into deciding the limitedness problem. Later solutions to the limitedness
problem can be found in the work of Colcombet on cost functions [Col09], or in the PhD
thesis of Torun´czyk [Tor11]. All are based on variants of the limitedness problem.
The contribution of this paper is a conceptually simple algorithm deciding the limited-
ness problem, and therefore also the star height problem. The algorithm is a rather simple
reduction of the limitedness problem to the Church Synthesis Problem, i.e. the problem of
finding the winner in a Gale-Stewart game with an ω-regular winning condition. Since the
Church Synthesis Problem itself is a hard problem, the contribution of this paper should
mainly be seen as establishing a connection between the two questions (limitedness, and
the Church Synthesis Problem), as opposed to giving a simple and self-contained solution
to the star height problem.
We show how the star height problem is reduced to the limitedness problem in Section 1,
and in Section 2 we present the new contribution, namely the algorithm for limitedness.
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I would like to thank Nathanae¨l Fijalkow, Denis Kuperberg, Christof Lo¨ding and the
anonymous referees for their helpful comments. This paper is a journal version of a paper
presented at LICS 2015. The main difference between the conference version and this paper
is the addition of pictures.
1. Reduction to limitedness of cost automata
This section introduces cost automata, and describes a reduction of the star height problem
to a problem for cost automata, called limitedness. The exact reduction used in this paper
was shown in [Kir05] and is included to make the paper self-contained. The idea to use
counters and limitedness in the study of star height dates back to the original proof of
Hashiguchi.
Cost automata and the limitedness problem. We begin by introducing the automa-
ton model used in the limitedness problem. This is an automaton with counters, which
in the literature appears under the following names: nested distance desert automaton
in [Kir05]; hierarchical B-automaton in [BC06] and [Col09]; and R-automaton in [AKY08].
(The last model is slightly more general, being equivalent to the non-hierarchical version
of B-automata, but its limitedness problem is no more difficult.) Here, we simply use the
name cost automaton. Define a cost automaton to be a nondeterministic finite automaton,
additionally equipped with a finite set of counters which store natural numbers. For each
counter c, there is a distinguished subset of transitions that increment counter c, and a
distinguished subset of transitions that reset counter c. The counters are totally ordered,
say they are called 0, . . . , n, and every transition that resets or increments a counter c must
also reset all counters 0, . . . , c− 1. At the beginning of a run, all counters have value zero.
Define the value of a run to be the maximal value which could be seen in some counter
during the run. More formally, this is the smallest m such that for every counter c, there can
be at most m transitions in the run that increment counter c and which are not separated
by a transition which resets counter c.
Example 1. Here is a picture of a (deterministic) cost automaton with one counter and
input alphabet {a, b}. In the pictures, initial and final states are represented using dangling
arrows, and the counter actions are represented in red letters.
a
increment
b
reset
The automaton increments the counter whenever it sees a, and resets it whenever it sees
b. Therefore, for every input word, the value of the unique run of this automaton is the
biggest number of consecutive a’s that are not separated by any b.
Example 2. Here is a picture of a (deterministic) cost automaton with two counter called
0, 1 and input alphabet {a, b}.
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a
increment 0
b
reset 0
increment 1
Therefore, for every input word, the value of the unique run of this automaton is the
maximum of the following values:
• biggest number of a’s that are not separated by any b;
• the number of b’s.
In particular, if the input word length n, then the value of the unique run is at least
√
n.
Example 3. Here is a picture of a (nondeterministic) cost automaton with one counter
and input alphabet {a, b}. Nondeterminism is used in selecting the initial state, and the
moment when the first horizontal transition is used. The only transition that affects the
counter is the self-loop in the middle.
b b
a,b a
increment
a,b
The value of a run for this automaton is the number of a’s the was seen after first entering
the middle state, until some b is reached. For an input word of the form
an1ban2 · · · bank
the accepting runs have values n1, n2, . . . , nk respectively.
A cost automaton is said to be limited over a language L if there exists a bound m such
that for every word in L there exists a run of the cost automaton which is both accepting
(i.e. begins in an initial state and ends in a final state) and has value at most m. The
limitedness problem is to decide, given a cost automaton and a regular language L, whether
the automaton is limited over L. From the perspective of the limitedness problem, it is
natural to associate (cf. [Col09]) to a cost automaton the function [[A]] defined by
[A](w) =
{
∞ if there is no run accepting run of A over w
n if n is the minimal value of an accepting run of A over w .
In terms of the function [[A]], the limitedness problem asks if [[A]] is bounded over the subset
of arguments L (having at least one value ∞ means that a function is unbounded).
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Example 4. Define a b-block in a word to be a maximal set of connected positions which
all have label b. If A is the automaton in Example 1, then [[A]] maps a word to the maximal
size of an b-block; for Example 3 the corresponding function returns the minimal size of a
b-block. the of consecutive a’s. If A is the automaton in Example 2, then√
|w| ≤ [[A]](w) ≤ |w|.
In particular, the answer to the limitedness problem for the automaton from Example 2 is
“limited” if and only if the set of arguments L is finite.
The rest of Section 1 is devoted to proving the reduction stated in the following theorem.
This is the same reduction that was used in Kirsten’s proof from [Kir05], a detailed proof
can be found in Proposition 6.8 of [Kir06].
Theorem 1.1. The star height problem reduces to the limitedness problem.
In the reduction we consider a normal form of regular expressions, which are called
string expressions following [Coh70]. The main idea is that in a string expression, a con-
catenation of unions is converted into a union of concatenations. String expressions have
two parameters, called (star) height and degree, and are defined by induction on height. A
string expression of height 0 and degree at most m is defined to be any regular expression
describing a finite set of words of length at most m. For h ≥ 1, a string expression of height
at most h and degree at most m is defined to be any finite union of expressions of the form
A straightforward on h, see Lemma 3.1 in [Coh70], shows that every regular expression
of star height h is equivalent to a string expression of height h and some degree.
The main observation in the reduction of the star height problem to the limitedness
problem is the following proposition, which says that for every star height h and every
regular language L, there is a cost automaton which maps an input word to the smallest
degree of a string expression that contains the input word, has star height at most h, and
is contained in L.
Proposition 1.2. For every regular language L ⊆ A∗ and h ∈ N one can compute a cost
automaton A such that [[A]] maps a word w ∈ A∗ to the number
min{degree of e : e is a height ≤ h string expression e satisfying w ∈ e ⊆ L}.
Note that the function [[A]] always returns a number ≤ |w| for word w ∈ L, because the
word w itself is a string expression of height 0 and degree |w|.
Proof. The proposition is proved by induction on h. The induction base of h = 0 is straight-
forward: the cost automaton has one counter, has an accepting run if and only if the word
belongs to L, and the value of the counter in this run is the length of the input word.
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Let us now do the induction step. Suppose that we have proved the proposition for
h− 1, and we want to prove it for h. Take L as in the statement of the proposition. Since
L is regular, it is recognised by some homomorphism
α : A∗ →M
into a finite monoid. For a subset N ⊆M define
[N ]mh ⊆ A∗
the union of all string expressions that have degree at most m, height at most h, and which
are contained in α−1(N). (Actually, this union can be viewed as a single string expression,
since string expressions of given height and degree are closed under union.)
In the lemma below, we use the following notation: for w1, . . . , wi ∈ A∗ andN1, . . . , Ni ⊆
M , we write
w1N
∗
1 · · ·wiN∗i ⊆M
to be all possible elements of the monoid M that can be obtained by taking a product
α(w1)n1 · · ·α(wi)ni where each nj is in the submonoid of M generated by Nj . The following
lemma follows immediately from the definition of string expressions and the set [N ]mh .
Lemma 1.3. Let h,m ∈ N, w ∈ A∗ and N ⊆M . Then w ∈ [N ]mh if and only if
(*) there exists a number i ≤ m and subsets
N1, . . . , Ni ⊆M
such that w admits a factorisation
w = w1v1w2v2 · · ·wivi
such that the following conditions hold
w1N
∗
1 · · ·wiN∗i ⊆ α(L) (1.1)
|wj | ≤ m for j ∈ {1, . . . , i} (1.2)
vj ∈ ([Nj ]mh−1)∗ for j ∈ {1, . . . , i}. (1.3)
To complete the proof of the proposition, we will show that for every N and h there
exists a cost automaton, which maps a word w to the smallest value m ∈ N which satisfies
condition (*) in the above lemma. When reading an input word w, the automaton proceeds
as follows. It uses nondeterminism to guess a factorisation
w = w1v1w2v2 · · ·wivi,
as in the statement of the claim, and it also uses nondeterminism to guess the subsets
N1, . . . , Ni. The subset Nj is only stored in the memory of the automaton while processing
the block vj . Condition (1.1) is verified using the finite control of the automaton: when the
automaton is processing the block wjvj , its finite memory stores Nj as well as
w1N
∗
1 · · ·wjN∗j ⊆M.
The remaining conditions are verified using counters. The most important counter is used
to the length i of the factorisation, i.e. it is incremented whenever a block of the form wjvj
is processed. A less important counter is used to bound the length of the words w1, . . . , wi,
as required by condition (1.2), i.e. it is incremented whenever reading a single letter of wi,
and reset after finishing wi. Finally, for condition (1.3), when processing wj we use the
inductively obtained cost automaton ANj , which works for the smaller height h − 1. This
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inductively obtained cost automaton is run in a loop, corresponding to the Kleene star in
condition (1.3), and after each iteration of this loop all of its counters are reset.
Theorem 1.1, which reduces the star height problem to the limitedness problem, is a
straightforward corollary of the above proposition. Suppose that we want to decide if a
regular language L has star height h. Apply Proposition 1.2 to L and h, yielding a cost
automaton. We claim that L has star height h if and only if the cost automaton is limited
over L.
If the cost automaton is limited over L, say every word in L admits a run with value at
most m, then by the proposition, we know that every word w ∈ L belongs to some string
expression e which has height at most h and degree at most m. There are finitely many
string expressions of given height and degree, and therefore one can take the union of all of
these string expressions, yielding a regular expression (in fact, a string expression) of star
height at most h which defines L.
If L has star height h, then it is defined by a regular expression of star height h, and
therefore also by a string expression of the same height (and some degree), and the cost
automaton is limited by the degree.
This completes the reduction of the star height problem to the limitedness problem.
2. The limitedness problem is decidable
The reduction in the previous section was used already in the proof of Kirsten, and is
included here only to make this paper self-contained. This section contains the original
contribution of the paper, namely an alternative decidability argument for the limitedness
problem. We show that the limitedness problem reduces to solving Gale-Stewart games
with ω-regular winning conditions, a problem which was shown decidable by Bu¨chi and
Landweber [BL69]. Also in this section, most of the material is not new: apart from using
the the Bu¨chi-Landweber theorem as a target of the reduction, the reduction itself is mainly
based on a technique from [CL08].
Gale-Stewart Games. A Gale-Stewart game is a game of perfect information and infinite
duration played by two players, call them A and B. Each player has their own finite alphabet,
call these alphabets A and B. The game is played in rounds; in each round player A picks a
letter from alphabet A and player B responds with a letter from alpabet B. After ω rounds
have been played, the game results in an ω-word of the form a1b1a2b2 · · · with a1, a2, . . . ∈ A
and b1, b2, . . . ∈ B. The objective of player B is to ensure that the resulting sequence belongs
to a given set of ω-words, called the winning condition for player B, while the objective of
player A is to avoid this.
A special case of Gale-Stewart games that is important in computer science is when the
winning condition is ω-regular, i.e. it is recognised by a nondeterministic Bu¨chi automaton,
or any other equivalent model. Let us briefly recall nondeterministic Bu¨chi automata, fol-
lowing [Tho96, Definition 5.1]. The syntax of such an automaton is exactly the same as for
a nondeterministic automaton on finite words. An ω-word over the input alphabet is said
to be accepted by the automaton if there is a run (i.e. a labelling of word positions with
transitions which is consistent with the transition relation in the usual sense) which begins
in some initial state and uses some accepting state infinitely often. Languages recognised
by nondeterministic Bu¨chi automata are called ω-regular; this is a robust class of languages
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which in particular is closed under Boolean operations. A problem known as the Church
synthesis problem is to decide, given a Gale-Stewart game with an ω-regular winning con-
dition, which of the players, if any, has a winning strategy. This problem was solved by
Bu¨chi and Landweber, who proved the following theorem.
Theorem 2.1. [BL69] Consider a Gale-Stewart game with an ω-regular winning condition.
• The game is determined, i.e. one of the players has a winning strategy.
• One can decide which player has a winning strategy.
• The player with a winning strategy has a finite memory winning strategy (see proof
of Lemma 2.4 for a definition).
This is a non-trivial theorem and its proof is not included here. A modern proof,
see [Tho96, Theorem 6.16], consists of two results: memoryless determinacy of parity
games, and conversion of nondeterministic Bu¨chi automata into deterministic parity au-
tomata. Using the Bu¨chi-Landweber theorem, we show below that the limitedness problem
is decidable, because it reduces to determining the winner in a Gale-Stewart game with an
ω-regular winning condition.
Theorem 2.2. The limitedness problem reduces to solving Gale-Stewart games with ω-
regular winning conditions.
Fix a cost automaton A and a regular language L, both over the same input alphabet.
Let us begin by fixing some notation. We view a run of the cost automaton, not necessarily
accepting, as a sequence of transitions such that the source state of the first transition is
the initial state, and which is consistent in the usual sense: for every transition in the run,
its target state is the same as the source state of the following transition. We will also talk
about infinite runs.
In the proof, we will be often be using sets of transitions. It is convenient to visualise
a set of transitions as a bipartite graph according to the following picture:
p
q
r
s
p
q
r
s
a  reset
 0, inc
remen
t 1
a  increment 1
a
a  reset 0, reset1
states of the 
automaton
a transition, labelled by 
input letter and counter actions
states of the 
automaton
Note that in the above picture, all transitions in the set use the same input letter; this
will always be the case below. If δ1, . . . , δn is a sequence of sets of transitions in the cost
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automaton, then a run in δ1 · · · δn is defined to be any run where the i-th transition is from
the set δi; likewise for infinite sequences of sets of transitions. Here is a picture:
b
a  reset
 0, inc
remen
t 1
a  increment 1
a  reset 0, reset1
c  increment 1
c
c  reset 0, reset1
b  re
set 
0, i
ncr
em
ent
 1
b 
p
q
r
s
p
q
r
s
a  reset
 0, inc
remen
t 1
a  increment 1
a
a  reset 0, reset1
p
q
r
s
p
q
r
s
p
q
r
s
{ { { {
a run in 
For a number m ∈ N ∪ {∞}, consider the following Gale-Stewart game, call it the
limitedness game with bound m. The alphabet for player A is the input alphabet of the cost
automaton. The alphabet for player B is⋃
a∈input alphabet
{δ : δ is a set of transitions that read letter a}.
The idea is that player A constructs an infinite word, and player B constructs a represen-
tation of a set of runs that is sufficient to accept prefixes of this word with counter values
that are small with respect to m. This idea is formalised by the winning condition, defined
as follows. When m is a finite number, then the winning condition for player B is the set
of sequences
a1δ1a2δ2 · · ·
such that a1, a2, . . . are letters and δ1, δ2, . . . are sets of transitions, and the following con-
ditions hold for every i:
(1) every transition in the set δi is over letter ai; and
(2) every run in δ1 · · · δi has value at most m; and
(3) if a1 · · · ai ∈ L then some run in δ1 · · · δi is accepting.
In particular, the winning condition implies that if a1 · · · ai belongs to L, then it admits an
accepting run of the cost automaton which has value at most m. For m = ∞, item 2) is
replaced by
2’) for every infinite run in δ1δ2 · · · and every counter c, if the run increments c infinitely
often, then it resets c infinitely often.
The following lemma is also true for finite values of m, but we only use the case of
m =∞ in the reduction.
Lemma 2.3. For m =∞ the winning condition is ω-regular.
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Proof. The class of ω-regular languages is closed under intersections and complements, and
therefore it suffices to give separate nondeterministic Bu¨chi automata for items 1), 2’) and
the complement of item 3). For items 1) and 3) one only needs a deterministic automaton
with an acceptance condition, sometimes called the trivial acceptance condition, where a
run is accepting unless as long as it never visits some designated sink state. (This can be
easily converted into a Bu¨chi automaton, by making all states accepting except for the sink
state.) For item 1), only one additinal state except the sink state is needed; for item 3)
it suffices to compute the set of states of the cost automaton that are accessible via runs
in δ1 · · · δi. It remains to deal with the complement of 2’). The complement of item 2’) is
recognised by a nondeterministic Bu¨chi automaton whose number of states is polynomial
in the number of counters; the Bu¨chi automaton nondeterministically guesses a run of the
cost automaton which increments a counter infinitely often without resetting it.
In particular, thanks to the Bu¨chi-Landweber Theorem, one can decide the winner in the
limitedness game with bound ∞. Therefore, Theorem 2.2 will follow from Proposition 2.4
below, which reduces the limitedness problem to finding the winner in the limitedness game
with bound ∞.
Proposition 2.4. The following are equivalent:
(a) The cost automaton A is limited over language L;
(b) Player B has a winning strategy in the limitedness game with some finite bound
m <∞.
(c) Player B has a winning strategy in the limitedness game with bound ∞.
A closer analysis shows that condition (c) can be decided in exponential time, because
the game has a winning condition whose complement is recognised by a polynomial size
Bu¨chi automaton, and therefore (using determinisation) the game corresponds to an ex-
ponential size parity game with a polynomial number of ranks [Tho96]. Therefore, our
reduction gives an exponential time solution to the limitedness problem, which is inferior
to Kirsten’s optimal polynomial space solution [Kir05].
The rest of this paper is devoted to showing Proposition 2.4. We prove equivalence of
(b) and (c), and equivalence of (a) and (b).
Equivalence of (b) and (c). The implication (b) ⇒ (c) is immediate. Let us do (c) ⇒
(b). Since the limitedness game with bound ∞ is a Gale-Stewart game with an ω-regular
winning condition, the Bu¨chi-Landweber theorem implies that if player B has a winning
strategy, then player B has a finite memory winning strategy. Let us recall the definition of
a finite memory winning strategy for player B. This is a deterministic finite automaton B
whose input alphabet is the alphabet of player A (in our application: the input alphabet of
the cost automaton) together with a function f from states of B to the alphabet of player B
(in our application: sets of transitions of the cost automaton which share a common input
letter) such that when player A chooses letters a1, . . . , an in the first n rounds, then the
letter chosen by player B in the n-th round is obtained by applying f to the state of B after
reading the word a1 · · · an.
To prove condition (b) in Proposition 2.4, consider the strategy defined by a determin-
istic automaton B which is winning in the limitedness game with bound ∞. We will show
that when player B uses this same strategy, the resulting runs have value at most m, where
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m is the number of states in the cost automaton times the number of states in the deter-
ministic automaton B defining the strategy. Toward a contradiction, suppose that player A
chooses letters a1, a2, . . ., player B uses the finite memory strategy given by B to respond
with sets of transitions δ1, δ2, . . ., and the winning condition for bound m is violated. This
means that for some n ≥ m, some finite run ρ in δ1 · · · δn has value at least m. By the
pigeon hole principle, there must exist i, j with i < j such that: in the run of B on a1 · · · an
the same state is used in positions i and j; in the run ρ the same state is used in positions i
and j; and one of the counters is incremented but not reset between positions i and j. Here
is a picture:
a run ρ that violates
the condition for m
{
a b a b b a
rr s r t r r states of the strategy automaton
po
sit
io
n 
i
po
sit
io
n 
j
letters played by
player A
sets of transitions
played by player B
on this part, some counter c is 
incremented by ρ, but not reset
Therefore, if player A chooses the infinite word a1 · · · ai(ai+1 · · · aj)ω, then the response of
player B will contain a run where one of the counters is incremented infinitely often but
reset finitely often, a contradiction.
Equivalence of (a) and (b). The implication (b) ⇒ (a) is immediate. To prove (a) ⇒
(b), we use ideas from [CL08]. Assume that the automaton is limited over L, i.e. there is
some m ∈ N such that every word in L admits an accepting run with value at most m. For
a natural number m′ ≥ m, define a scoring function with bound m′ to be a function which
maps every finite run to a number in N ∪ {∞}, called its score, such that runs with value
≤ m have finite score and runs with value > m′ have infinite score. No constraints are
imposed on runs with values between m and m′. A scoring function is called monotone if
score(ρ) ≤ score(ρ′) ⇒ score(ρσ) ≤ score(ρ′σ)
holds for every runs ρ, ρ′ that end in the same state, and every run σ that begins in this
state.
To prove condition (b), Lemma 2.5 shows that the existence of a monotone scoring
function is a sufficient condition for player B winning the limitedness game with a finite
bound; Lemma 2.6 shows that this sufficient condition can be met.
Lemma 2.5. If there exists a monotone scoring function with bound m′, then player B has
a winning strategy in the limitedness game with bound m′.
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Proof. (This proof corresponds to Lemma 9 in [CL08].) Given a scoring function, define a
finite run to be optimal if its score is finite and minimal among the scores of runs that read
the same word and end in the same state. Consider the following strategy for player B: if
player A has played a word w, then player B responds with the set of transitions t such that
some optimal run over w uses t as the last transition. (This strategy depends on the choice
of scoring function.) We show that this strategy is winning in the limitedness game with
bound m′. Suppose that in a finite prefix of a play where player B uses this strategy, player
A has chosen letters a1, . . . , ai and player B has replied with sets of transitions δ1, . . . , δi.
Claim 1. The set δ1 · · · δi is equal to the set optimal runs over a1 · · · ai.
Proof. If a run ρ is optimal, then by monotonicity every prefix of ρ is optimal, and therefore
every transition used by ρ is the last transition of some optimal run, thus proving member-
ship ρ ∈ δ1 · · · δi. The converse inclusion is proved by induction on i. Suppose that δ1 · · · δi
contains a run of the form ρt, where ρ has length i− 1 and t is the last transition used by
the run. By induction assumption, ρ is optimal. By definition of δi there is some optimal
run of the form ρ′t. By optimality, ρ has smaller or equal score than ρ′. By monotonicity
ρt has smaller or equal score than the optimal run ρ′t, and therefore is itself optimal.
Using the claim, we verify that the above described strategy of player B is winning in
the limitedness game with bound m′. Item 1) in the winning condition is clearly satisfied.
Since optimal runs have finite score, and runs with finite score have value at most m′, item
2) is satisfied for bound m′. Since every word a1 · · · ai ∈ L admits an accepting run with
value at most m, and runs of value m have finite score, then a1 · · · ai admits an accepting
optimal run, and therefore item 3) is satisfied.
To complete the proof of Proposition 2.4, we show that there always exists a monotone
scoring function.
Lemma 2.6. There exists a monotone scoring function with some finite bound.
Proof. (This proof corresponds to Lemma 8 in [CL08].) When there is a single counter, a
good scoring function is one which maps runs of value exceeding m to ∞, and maps other
runs to the number of increments after the last reset; in this special case m = m′. In
particular, the material given so far is sufficient to decide limitedness of distance automata,
which are the special case of cost automata with one counter and no resets.
A more fancy scoring function is needed when there are two or more counters. Suppose
that the counters are numbered 0, . . . , n. A scoring function needs to return one number
(possibly∞), which somehow summarises all counter values at the same time. One natural
idea would be to define the score of a run to be ∞ if its value exceeds m, and otherwise to
be
n∑
i=0
ai · (m+ 1)i
assuming that ai is the number of increments on counter i after its last reset. In other
words, a counter valuation (a tuple in {0, . . . ,m}n) would be interpreted as a number in
base m + 1. This scoring function is unfortunately not monotone. Indeed, suppose that
there are two counters, and consider two runs:
• ρ does one increment on counter 1 (score m+ 1);
• ρ′ does m increments on counter 0 (score m).
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Consider a transition t that increments counter 0. Appending t to these runs reverses the
order on scores, because ρt has score m+ 2, while ρ′t has score ∞.
Monotonicity is recovered using the following modification. When an increment to
counter i causes its value to reach m+ 1, then instead of setting the whole score to ∞, the
value of counter i is carried over to counter i + 1, which may trigger further carries. The
score becomes ∞ only when the most important counter n reaches m+ 1.
Formally, the score of a run ρ is defined as follows by induction on length. The score of
an empty run is 0. Suppose that the score of ρ is already defined and t is a single transition.
If the score of ρ is ∞, then also the score of ρt is ∞. Otherwise, let
n∑
i=0
ai · (m+ 1)i
be the base m + 1 representation of the score of ρ. If the transition t does not do any
counter operations, then the score of ρt is the same as the score of ρ. If the transition t
resets some counter k ∈ {0, . . . , n}, then the score of ρt is obtained by resetting digits on
positions 0, . . . , k, i.e. the score of ρt is
n∑
i=k+1
ai · (m+ 1)i
Finally, if the transition t increments some counter k ∈ {0, . . . , n}, then the score of ρt is
obtained by resetting digits on positions 0, . . . , k− 1 and incrementing the digit on position
k, i.e. the score of ρt is
(ak + 1) · (m+ 1)k +
n∑
i=k+1
ai · (m+ 1)i
If, as a result of the increment, the score reaches the maximal number, call it m′, which can
be stored in base m+1 representation using digits a0, . . . , an, then the score of ρt is defined
to be ∞. We show below that the function thus defined is a monotone scoring function
with the bound being m′ defined above.
• Monotonicity. We need to show
score(ρ) ≤ score(ρ′) ⇒ score(ρt) ≤ score(ρ′t).
The most interesting case is when the transition t increments some counter k. In this
case, the score is obtained by first resetting digits 0, . . . , k − 1, which is monotone,
and then adding (m+ 1)k, which is also monotone.
• Runs with value at most m have finite score. By induction on the length of the
run, one shows that if a run has value at most m, then for every i ∈ {0, . . . , n}, the
i-th digit in the base m + 1 representation of its score is equal to the number of
increments on counter i after its last reset.
• Runs with finite score have value at most m′. Toward a contradiction, suppose that
a run with finite score has value strictly bigger than m′. This means that for some
counter i, the run does more than m′ increments without any reset of counter i.
During these increments, the score will carry over so that the value of counter n
exceeds m, and therefore the score will become infinite.
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This completes the proof of equivalence of (a) and (b) in Proposition 2.4, and therefore
also the proof of Theorem 1.1.
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